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Part A: Grammar  
Directions: Questions 1-10 are incomplete sentences. Beneath each sentence you will see four 

words or phrases marked (1), (2), (3), and (4). Choose the one word or phrase that best completes 

the sentence. Then mark your answer sheet.   

 

1- The council insists that the election ---------- a running conversation with the public. 

1) turn into   2) turns into   3) to turn into   4) turning into 

2- Had we not used an out-of-date train schedule, we ---------- the train. 
1) will not miss     2) have not missed 
3) will not have missed    4) would not have missed  

3- Nowadays, children eat more junk food and get less exercise. It is not surprising; -------

---, that the rates of childhood obesity are on the rise. 
1) because   2) therefore   3) since   4) owing to 

4- He was advised not to discontinue the medicine ---------- this might cause a recurrence 
of the symptoms. 
1) so as to   2) due to   3) after   4) as 

5- According to the latest research findings, further outbreaks of the pandemic ---------- 
in the future. 
1) are expected  2) will be expecting  3) will expect   4) are to expect 

6- The WHO recommends that all people be vaccinated against the Covid-19. ----------, 
they will surely catch the infectious disease. 
1) In spite of   2) Otherwise   3) Whether   4) Although 

7- The nurse tried all sorts of strategies to help the patient ---------- his stress before surgery. 
1) overcome   2) to be overcoming  3) to have overcome  4) overcoming 

8- The injured soldier ---------- on the ground for almost an hour before the rescue team 
arrived and therapies commenced. 
1) had been lying  2) has been lying  3) will be lying  4) is lying 

9- The participants in the experimental group, ---------- the ones in the control group, 
were more physically fit. 
1) compared with  2) compare to   3) in comparison  4) to compare 

10- The Covid-19 pandemic may get worse, ---------- universities and educational 
institutions will probably continue online courses. 
1) which the case     2) in which case 
3) in the case for     4) there will be the case  
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